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MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS

Time : 2½ Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Before answering the question-paper candidates should ensure that they have been supplied

to correct and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this regard, will be entertained

after the examination.

Note : Attempt Four questions in all. All questions carry equal marks.

1. Discuss in detail the characteristics of 21st century executives. Also focus on the

required competencies for the same.

2. Critically examine the human relations approach of management in detail. How is

it different from F. W. Taylor’s philosophy ?

3. Define Planinng. Discuss its process and types.

4. What is Decision making ? What are different types of decisions ? Also discuss the

process of decision making.

5. What are the different types of organisational structures ? Discuss in detail the

matrix structure.
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6. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Delegation and Decentralisation

(b) Span of Control

(c) Chain of Command.

7. Define Leadership. What are its different styles ? Also discuss different theories of

leadership in brief.

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Types of Control

(b) Levels of Management

(c) Learning Organisation.
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FINANCIAL REPORTING, STATEMENTS AND ANALYSIS

Time : 2½ Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Before answering the question-paper candidates should ensure that they have been supplied

to correct and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this regard, will be entertained

after the examination.

Note : Attempt Four questions in all. All questions carry equal marks.

1. Explain the following with their relevance :

(a) Cost concept

(b) Revenue Realisation concept

(c) Matching concept

(d) Capital Expenditures and Revenue Expenditures.

2. Describe the objectives of the preparation of Trial balance, Profit and Loss account

and Balance sheet for a company.
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3. XYZ Ltd. purchased a Machine on 01/04/2007 for Rs. 4,70,000 and installed at a

cost of Rs. 30,000. On 01/10/2008, it purchased another machine for Rs. 2,00,000,

and on 01/10/2009 XYZ Ltd. sold off the first machine purchased on 01/04/2007

for Rs. 2,90,000. On the same date XYZ Ltd. purchased a machinery for

Rs. 3,50,000. On 01/10/2010, the second machinery purchased for Rs. 2,00,000 was

sold off in Rs. 80,000.

Prepare Machinery Account for the period 2007 to 2011 by providing Written down

method of depreciation with 15% p.a rate of depreciation. Accounts period is the

financial year and close on 31st March. Also show the effect of Depreciation

amount on profit and loss, and on Balance sheet.

4. The actual ratios of the company as compared to industry standard are given below.

Comment on each ratio and indicate the nature of action to be taken by company

as per your judgement.

Ratio Actual for the Company Industry Standard

Current Ratio 1.80 1.95

Acid test Ratio 1.10 1

Debtors turnover Ratio 15 times 12 times

Net profit Ratio 11% 13%

Interest Coverage Ratio 6 times 8 times

Total Debts to Total Assets 7.5% 12%

P/E Ratio 15 times 17 times

5. Explain the various disclosure in corporate financial reports with their relevance for

stakeholders.

6. What is Zero based budgeting ? Explain the process, advantages and limitations of

Zero based budgeting in a manufacturing organisation with the help of examples.
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7. “Balanced scorecard can be treated as the weapon of performance measurement for

management control in a Banking company.” Examine this statement and justify.

8. ABC Ltd. receives a special order from XYZ Ltd. for supply of 40,000 units of a

product that usually sells for Rs. 10 per unit. XYZ Ltd. offers Rs. 9.50 per unit for

this product. ABC Ltd. incurs Rs. 7 per unit in variable costs to manufacture each

item, plus Rs. 2 per unit for variable administrative cost. Total fixed cost for

manufacturing is Rs. 3,50,000. Other fixed cost amounts to Rs. 90,000 per year.

Productivity capacity is 400000 units annually and sales volume through normal

sales outlets will be about 320000 units of this year. Write a decision on the

advisability or otherwise of accepting the offer.
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BUSINESS STATISTICS AND ANALYTICS FOR DECISION MAKING

Time : 2½ Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Before answering the question-paper candidates should ensure that they have been supplied

to correct and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this regard, will be entertained

after the examination.

Note : Attempt Four questions in all. All questions carry equal marks.

1. Calculate arithmetic mean and median marks from the following data :

Marks No. of students

0-5 6

05-10 12

10-15 17

15-20 30

20-25 10

25-30 10

30-35 8

35-40 5

40-45 2
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2. Write short notes on the following with relevant examples :

(a) Applications of inferential statistics in managerial decision-making.

(b) Standard deviation and its importance.

3. Explain briefly the various methods of determining a trend in a time series. Also

explain the merits and demerits of each method.

4. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Construction of index numbers and their uses.

(b) Explain Laspeyre’s, Paasche’s and Fisher’s formula for computing an index

number.

5. What is Correlation ? Explain Karl Pearson’s coefficient of correlation along with

formulas.

6. Obtain the two regression equations from the following data :

X Y

2 4

4 2

6 5

8 10

10 3

12 6

7. Explain various methods of sampling. Also discuss in brief about sampling and

non-sampling errors.

8. Write short notes on the following with relevant examples :

(a) Non-parametric tests

(b) Important features of Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).

(c) Chi-square test and its importance.
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